Stone Reference Guide
Sculpture House Soapstone and Alabaster Classified by Hardness

The purpose of this Guide is to support the stone carver in the selection of carving stones based upon the hardness of the
stone being carved. And within each, there are varying degrees of hardness. Here we have grouped soapstone and alabaster
in classes from the softest to the hardest within its stone type.

Soapstone

Soapstone is relatively soft due to its high talc content. Softer grades may feel soapy when touched, hence the name.
There is no fixed hardness for soapstone since the amount of talc may vary widely. It is an excellent stone for beginners
as well as the more advanced carver. Small pieces do not require power tools or even hammers and chisels and can be
successfully carved and finished using chip carving knives and sandpaper. On the MOHS scale of hardness, soapstone
has a definitional value of 1.

Soft:
Seafoam Green Soapstone
Our latest imported soapstone is a soft stone and light seafoam green in color with hints
of creamy white and pale grey. Easy to work on, this is a great beginner’s stone. Certified
Asbestos-Free.
Available in 4-lb., 6-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Proper protective equipment should be worn at all times when carving or grinding stone - Safety First
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Soft:

Lemon Green Soapstone
One of our more popular carving stones, the imported Lemon Green Soapstone is the
perfect soft stone for those just starting out in stone carving as well as the more proficient
sculptor. It's uniform and cool green color as well as its purity allow the sculptor to carve
freely. Posseses a translucent quality.
Available in 4-lb., 6-lb. and 8-lb. pieces; set of 2 2-lb. cut pieces.

Medium Soft:

Charcoal Grey Soapstone

This new imported soapstone is a charcoal grey medium soft stone which polishes to a
rich grey. The slight creamy white shades interspersed throughout and the differing tones
of grey create a beautiful piece. Easy to work on, this stone polishes strikingly. Certified
Asbestos-Free.
Limited Quantitites available in 4-lb. and 6-lb.pieces; set of 2 2-lb. cut pieces.

Deep Ocean Green Soapstone
This imported soapstone is grey-green in its natural state, but polishes to deep, rich green
shades throughout. An ideal carving stone for the beginner as well as the more experienced due to its softness and easy carvability. This particular stone lacks striations making
it a very pure stone which polishes to a high sheen - ideal for the student. Certified Asbestos-Free.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb., 10-lb. and 20-lb. blocks; 8-lb rough cut.

Forest Green Soapstone
One of our newest imported carving stones to become available in years with strong varied
coloring. The predominant deep forest green color has been made more interesting with
additional black, grey and stripes of pale to rich yellow. The stone is pure and smoothgrained with almost no flaws for great carving.
Available in 4-lb., 6-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Proper protective equipment should be worn at all times when carving or grinding stone - Safety First
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Medium Hard:

Black Soapstone
This imported soapstone is one of the harder soapstones. Fun to carve, this pure soapstone,
while looking green in its natural state, polishes to a pitch or ebony black. It has a soapy
feel to it and can be scratched with a mere fingernail!
4-lb., 6-lb., 8-lb., and 10-lb. pieces.

Gala Coke Soapstone
This imported soapstone has a stippled look with colors of red, black, cream, and a touch
of purple running throughout the stone. It appears to have light caramel colored bubbles
like you might see in a glass of Coca-Cola®. These speckles will dictate how you carve the
stone. It is a harder soapstone than most but still carves easily and is polished with little
effort.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Gala Printed Soapstone
Sister to our Gala Red Soapstone, this is also a harder soapstone. This "speckled" stone
varies in color ranging from light grey, green and soft pink through red. Some pieces may
even have larger areas of a lighter grey, green and white. There is a texture which gives the
stone a nice feel, but may impact the carving.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Gala Red Soapstone
This beautiful and rich soapstone is a harder soapstone than most others that polishes easily. Has beautiful variations in red from pink to deep red and may include white, grey and
light green coloring. Due to its predominant deep red color, it is suggested that the carver
have a good visual of the desired finished piece.
Available in 4-lb. and 8-lb. pieces.

Proper protective equipment should be worn at all times when carving or grinding stone - Safety First
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Medium Hard:
Sea Swirl Soapstone

Our newest imported soapstone is soft, easy to carve, and offers the carver an interesting
blend of deep ocean green and seafoam green swirls throughout. This unique stone is ideal
for the student as well as the more advanced carver looking for something just a little different.
Limited Quantities available in 8-lb. 10-lb. and 20-lb. pieces.

Alabaster

The next hardest stone for carving is alabaster and is considered a medium hard stone. Its predominant colors are either
translucent white (where light will pass through the stone) or opaque white (where light will not penetrate the stone).
The purest alabaster is a snow-white material with a fine uniform grain. However, it is often associated with an oxide
of iron which can produce some brown clouding and veining in the stone. The softness of alabaster enables the stone
to be carved readily but its solubility in water renders it unsuitable for outdoor work. Great care should be taken when
caring for alabaster. Research the proper method of cleaning and repairing polished pieces of alabaster to help preserve
its translucency and lustre. On the MOHS scale of hardness, alabaster (gypsum) has a rating of 1.5 - 2.

Medium Hard:
Opaque White Alabaster
This stone, from the Volterra region of Italy, is a medium soft stone that will carve and
polish easily. It is a solid white - light will not filter through the stone as it does with a
translucent white alabaster. There may be some veining.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb.and 10-lb. pieces.

Translucent White Alabaster
Also known as Crystal Alabaster, this stone is a medium soft stone that will carve and
polish easily (rubbed to a matte or gloss finish). A very pure clear white stone with little
veining and imperfections, its translucent qualities appear when filtered by light.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Proper protective equipment should be worn at all times when carving or grinding stone - Safety First
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Medium Hard:
Opaque White Alabaster Blocks
Imported from Italy these white alabaster blocks eliminate the work required to reduce
a stone boulder or slab into the round for carving. Considered a medium hard stone,
alabaster is a bit harder than soapstone.
Two sizes available:
4-lb. block - approximate dimensions: 2" w by 3" d by 6" h
10-lb. block - approximate dimensions: 3 1/2" w by 5" d by 6 1/2" h

Translucent White Alabaster Cylinders
Imported from Italy these cylinders eliminate work required to reduce a stone boulder or
slab into the round for carving. Can be used for stone turning on a wood lathe creating
alabaster vessels.
Two sizes available:
Medium - approximately 8-lbs. Approximate dimensions: 4" w by 8" h
Large - approximately 13-lbs. Approximate dimensions: 5.75" w by 5.75" h

Translucent White Alabaster Blocks
Imported from Italy these white alabaster blocks eliminate the work required to reduce
a stone boulder or slab into the round for carving. Considered a medium hard stone,
alabaster is a bit harder than soapstone.
Two sizes available:
Small - approximately 4 lbs. Approximate dimensions: 2.5"w x 3.5"h x 6"d
Medium - approximately 7 lbs. approximate dimensions: 5"w x 6"h x 3"d

Agata Alabaster
This imported Italian stone is rather pure in texture and the extraordinary characteristics
of the warm toned stone are brought to life through carving and finishing. Tones of light
amber through darker browns are found throughout each piece.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Proper protective equipment should be worn at all times when carving or grinding stone - Safety First
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Medium Hard:
Black Alabaster
This imported stone is easy to carve and polishes well. Although not a pure black like our
black soapstone, this stone has subtle light, medium and dark grey veining throughout giving it a uniqueness all its own! It has a smooth textured feel, but not slippery. Harder to
carve, you will need a carving knife or rasp to make a cut in the surface of the stone.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Hard:
Blue Alabaster
This is one of the best imported carving stones to become available in years with strong
coloring and wonderful character. The colors of this alabaster range from a light to a medium blue hue. The stone is pure and smooth-grained with almost no flaws for great carving.
Available in 4-lb., 8-lb. and 10-lb. pieces.

Woody Alabaster - Limited Edition
An incredible alabaster with a wide range of colors and texture throughout, which is the
"wonder" of this stone. You’ll find veins of beige mixed with backgrounds of purple. Sections of amber and striations of yellow also run throughout the stone! A delightful stone
for abstract work!
Available in 4-lb. and 8-lb. pieces.

Proper protective equipment should be worn at all times when carving or grinding stone - Safety First
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